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Preface
As the world moves deeper and deeper into the digital realm, the creation
of information is becoming impossible to manage at a personal level.
Many years ago when software was released in physical media in a box,
we were provided with a beautifully written software guide. The really
amazing thing about these guides was that they were well thought out
and readable. They had to be, as the printing costs ensured that only the
relevant information was provided and the message was focused and
precise. I will admit that the corresponding software was less complicated
and so was the world.
As we moved to the distribution of information in a digital form,
suddenly the physical boundaries of printing were removed and
the user was handed the onerous task of iltering out the relevant
information from the deluge of data that was made available via
URL links to seemingly bottomless pits of other URLs.
With the advent of blogs, Twitter, YouTube and the plethora of other
distribution channels and authors of advice, I felt a need to go
back to basics.
SAP has released their latest version of SAP Solution Manager,
and with it, mountains of information from videos and webinars
to presentations and live-sessions. The list goes on, amounting to a
signi icant amount of time required to consume and digest it all.
I thank SAP for this eﬀort. As a service provider into the SAP eco-system,
I live and breathe SAP Solution Manager and am happy to invest my time
to consume as much of this information as possible. Yet when looking
through the eyes of an SAP customer, I can only sympathize.
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It was with this realization that Valton and I decided to embark on a
mission to quickly consume as much information as possible and
repack the message in simple terms that would be fast to consume
with the hope that after reading this little Pocket Paper, SAP Solution
Manager 7.2 will not be so much of a mystery and enough will be
understood to help the reader to focus their valuable time in the right
direction, in order to derive the bene its of the product that best suits
their needs.
Graham Henderson
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Introduction
This pocket paper is by no means the de initive guide to
SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Instead, its purpose is to try to
summarize the mountain of information into a few chapters that are
quick to read and help to get the overall message across.
Embarking on an SAP Solution Manager journey is not a trivial
exercise and sometimes more is better; however, sometimes the 'more'
is too detailed, or too high level, or scattered all over the place.
Where does one start? Hopefully, this Pocket Paper will be somewhere
in the Goldilocks zone, somewhere between 'too high level'
and 'too detailed', and lay the groundwork by oﬀering an understanding
of the landscape and give some insight as to where your journey could
to start without adding too much to the mountain.
A huge thank you must go out to:
- Marc Thier
- Matthias Melich
- Marcus Wefers
- Mark O. Schaefer
for their time and the wealth of information that they made available.
Their respective teams make the list too long to print, but a thank
you is also given to them.
See how SAP Solution Manager can ease your
transition to SAP S/4HANA!

SAP Solution Manager for SAP S/4HANA
Managing Your Digital Business
written by Marc O. Schäfer, Matthias Melich
Order: www.sap-press.com
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SAP Solution Manager in 2016
SAP Solution Manager (SSM) has been maturing over the past 3 to 5 years
with major improvements being made in the release of 7.1. With a strong
focus on supporting an operational SAP environment, signi icant
development was done to allow SSM to position itself as the SAP
landscape monitoring tool of choice.
Built into the 7.1 version was also a fully ledged service desk and
change control management system. The full scope of the solution
earned SSM an ITIL certi ication that covered all 15 of the possible
ITIL certi ication areas. This was a signi icant step forward in ensuring
that SSM got the attention it deserves as a solid and pro icient
toolset for the monitoring and management of the SAP Landscape.

7.2

In early 2016, SAP released the long anticipated Ramp-up version of SSM 7.2.
The general availability release of 7.2 was released in August 2016
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Version 7.2 is here
In early 2016, SAP released the long anticipated Ramp-up version of
SSM 7.2 The general availability release of 7.2 was released in
August 2016.
This new version has been built from the bottom up and not only brings
across the tried and tested operational focused capabilities, but has a
completely redesigned project and resource management component
that was lacking in version 7.1. Another major change that has been long
overdue is the ability to build and de ine the SAP business processes
beyond the three-level hierarchy structure.
The strong focus to support the 'Build' phase of the SAP lifecycle, is
evident in the inclusion of the SAP's IT Portfolio and Project
Management 6.1 (ITPPM) component in the 7.2 release.
This together with capabilities to support Business and IT Requirements
gathering complete the package to support the entire lifecycle from
requirements logging and acceptance through project time and resource
management to managing the change and release cycle and inally, the
monitoring of the built functionality in the productive arena. SSM is now
positioned as a strategic IT management tool.
Additional intelligence has been added to the operational capabilities
that allow SSM to monitor user activity with greater accuracy and assist
with establishing the extent of what is being used in the
SAP ERP environment. This information is extremely valuable when
embarking on a project to document and build the processes of an
existing SAP ERP implementation.
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To strengthen the positioning of 7.2 in a project environment, SSM
includes standardized project plans and SAP services and their
Activate Methodology, up-to-date best practices and some
pre-con iguration. To align with the ever-growing popularity of Agile
project management, SSM 7.2 also supports the necessary feedback
loops to allow for projects to run and be built and deployed in
incremental phases. New real-time dashboards are now also available
to add a new level of reporting.
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A New Audience
When SSM was socialized in the market as an operations toolset, the focus
was predominantly on the technical usage of the tool. This meant that its
output was consumed by the technical teams of the respective
organizations and any deployment business case was supported by
technical arguments. Over the past 2 years, a fundamental shift has
taken place and the conversations around SSM have moved from mainly
technical in nature to being more business focused.
This is not to say that the technical capabilities are no longer important;
on the contrary, with the ever-increasing complexity of the landscapes
and the drive for simplicity, the technical monitoring and control via SSM
is still very relevant.
This new business audience is starting to look at how SSM can oﬀer
visibility with respect to the ERP process ef iciencies, KPI measurements,
analytics, and better Business Process documentation and visualization.
It's these conversations that have promoted SSM to a more businessfocused toolset.
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Product Lifecycle Management
Version 7.2 has extended its reach beyond the SAP boundaries by
facilitating the business requirements gathering and, by using the new
design interface, processes can now be built as needed, and
monitored accordingly. By including the process design into the
change release cycle, the processes are always up to date and
re lect the current productive solution, landscape and systems,
thus re-enforcing SSM's role as the 'Single Source of Truth'.
Requirements and process design in isolation do not add value;
however, when positioned into the Application Lifecycle the true
value is extracted. The Application Lifecycle satis ies the 'Build'
side of the cycle by supporting 'Portfolio to Project' and 'Requirement
to ‘Deploy' phases. From there, the 'Run' side of the cycle is
supported through the 'Request to Ful il' and 'Detect to Correct'.

These phases are each supported by the relevant components that make
up SSM, allowing the business to monitor and drive continuous
improvement in an organized and governed framework. By oﬀering these
components, there is a seamless switch from Build to Run. By negating
the need for third-party software to assist with these lifecycle phases,
the entire work eﬀort is carried out and consumed in SSM thus
encouraging reusability.
12

Fiori Launchpad
A major step forward for SSM 7.2, is the use of the Fiori launchpad. The
7.1 transaction codes were never really easy to remember other than
'SOLAR01' or 'SOLAR02', while the rest were just plain horrible. The
'workcenter' concept has also been retired and replaced with a more
luid UI.
The new Fiori Apps Launchpad now comes precon igured with all the
necessary Fiori tiles beautifully arranged in their logical groups catering
for Role based segregation. The side menu also allows a quick navigation
to any groups not visible in the screen, rather than using the slider bar.
Moreover users can create their custom tile layout to match their job
function or daily activities.
Additionally, there is an increased focus on progressing towards a more
intuitive, graphical interface that will get the workforce to higher
performance levels relatively quickly. Bolstering short training times for
employees to become pro icient and productive.
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Look and Feel
SAP has also paid a lot of attention to the User Interface and uni ied the
user experience with a single look and feel. This new user interface is
based on HTML5 (SAP UI5) and allows for intuitive navigation of the
various components via the typical Internet browser and device of
choice.
Switching from the 7.1 environment is a bit tricky at irst and
sometimes frustrating when trying to ind the screens that you were
familiar with in 7.1, however, in a very short space of time, the
navigation becomes clearer as the integration and connectedness of the
capabilities are understood. There is a natural navigation path from the
functionality being used or built, to the underlying structures that are
needed to support the current work eﬀort.

One of the most notable updates arriving with Solu on Manager 7.2 is a
graphical modelling environment that is fully compliant with the BPMN 2.0
standard (Business Process Modelling Nota on) as well as the unrestricted
process hierarchy. This redesign was very necessary in order to remove the
3-level hierarchy restric on on the process design, and also, to bring the
process management capabili es into the 21st century. By using the new
built-in design tool, the need for 3rd-Party Tools and the associated
synchronisa on eﬀorts and costs fall away hence simplifying and
centralising the environment.
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With a multitude of graphical modeling tools in the market, SSM was
noticeably behind the trend with respect to how business processes are
designed, mapped and represented. The new design now caters for all
BPMN notational objects including swim-lanes for systems and roles as
well as decision trees in the process low. The navigation and drawing of
processes is intuitive and the user is able to quickly build the as-is and
to-be processes and associate them with the respective level in the
process hierarchy.
With the move away from Flash-based graphics towards SAPUI5, SSM is
now able to oﬀer a range of useful dashboards that cover application
speci ic areas. The dashboarding also caters for the creation of a KPI-type
overview dashboard that brings together key igures from the Application
and Business Operations as well as the service desk.
If these standard features are not adequate, SAP has released the
Focused Solutions suite.

source: SAP
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Focused Solutions
Over the last few years, the SSM team at SAP have received an abundance
of requests from clients for speci ic developments they felt would add
value. SAP also undertook to add what they thought would be valuable
to the client base. A fair number of these requests have matured into
functionality that was either released in later 7.1 service packs, or were
carried over to 7.2.
Some of these developments were, however, kept aside for their special
customers. These MaxAttention customers are entitled to additional
content as de ined in the respective contracts. In May this year (2016),
SAP announced that these ready-to-run developments would be
available to all SSM customers on an annual subscription basis via
their SAPStore. Customers can now either purchase the add-ons
directly or via their SAP partner.
These new focused turnkey solutions are designed to oﬀer insight
and present the overall health of either the operational
(Focused Insights) or the project environments (Focused Build)
respectively. Focused Insights is based on seven prede ined template
models that can be easily customized. The Focused Build has been
designed to support the Agile project methodology and seamlessly
integrates into the underlying projects, release management and
testing environments. The management of waves and work packages,
timelines and resourcing is also supported.
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A point to note is that the old adage of 'garbage in, garbage out' still stands.
In order fully realize the bene its of these innovative and slick dashboards
for the Focused Solutions, the underlying technologies must be con igured
and used correctly, or in the case of the Focused Build, the value of the
dashboard content is directly related to the extent that SSM is used
to manage the Agile projects and its associated elements.
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Focus on Reusability
With the drive towards simplicity and reduced eﬀort, SSM 7.2 has
adopted the concept of reusable libraries for process steps and any
supporting objects and documentation. During the process design
exercise, these objects are used to build the respective processes;
however, the object itself only exists once in the underlying library.
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SSM 7.2 takes this concept a step forward by con nuously upda ng the step
library with any new process steps by monitoring the underlying SAP ERP
systems. If a business transac on is executed in the managed system, it will be
detected and added to the library for later inclusion in the respec ve
process design by the process stewards.
The libraries are integrated with the opera onal monitoring framework as well
as the tes ng framework, which further simpliﬁes and reinforces the
reusability of the work eﬀorts. For example, in the Process Monitoring
dashboards, the process design diagrams are re-used and populated with
the respec ve KPI status and monitoring objects crea ng a consistent look
and feel between the Build and Run phases.
The introduc on of the libraries has resulted in Process Management in 7.2
replacing the 7.1 Solu on Documenta on component. It now provides a
single process landscape for business and IT. The design of the
Process Management component enables the full support of the
process lifecycle from requirements to build, and ﬁnally deploy.
This creates a enterprise toolset for all stakeholders including architects,
testers and product developers.
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SAP HANA
SAP HANA as a database of choice in the SAP landscape is seen by many
as inevitable. For the early adopters, the impact has been experienced;
whether good or bad is not the point. SAP HANA has matured and it will
become a standard for the SAP customer base. How long this will take is
open for debate.
In order to accelerate the process, SAP has made a very generous
decision to allow all Enterprise customers to implement their SSM 7.2
on a HANA platform, without any additional HANA license or
maintenance fees, irrespective of the current database being used.
SSM 7.2 customers are not forced to use HANA, however the option
is available.

Deploying SSM on HANA gives customers several bene its, including the
chance to become familiar with HANA in the SM landscape before
committing it to the rest of the SAP landscape and the subsequent
licensing commitments. The HANA-based SSM provides very fast text
search times across the ITSM tickets and the document repository.
And inally, for the SAP HANA only landscape, SSM can now be fully
aligned with the HANA strategy.
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Testing
SAP has completely overhauled the testing capabilities, eliminating the need
for third-party solutions for testing, especially when implementing the
business suite and S/4 HANA. All the required content is provided
'out of the box'.
This support is extended to SAP, non-SAP and hybrid solutions, whether
on-premise or cloud-based.
This test suite has matured from the 7.1 environments where it is
widely used. The 7.2 version now inherits the solid platform and adds
to it to provide state-of-the-art automation (CBTA), test plan creation
and simpli ied test script maintenance, all of which integrate seamlessly
into the Process and Project Management components.
As with the graphical process design capabilities, the Test Suite now
removes the need for any integration with third-party solutions, hence
keeping the testing eﬀort centralized in SSM. The ability to integrate is still
there for existing solutions; however, going forward there is a strong case
for all aspects of testing to be contained in SSM.
Having an audit record of test eﬀorts with the relevant supporting logs and
artefacts stored centrally and with the context of the respective business
process and possibly the original business requirement, creates a very
strong statement with respect to governance and control.
The ability of the Test Suite to optimize the test scope based on the Impact
Analyzer is still very much a strong feature, and is now more than ever an
important component when looking at reducing the time and cost of
regression and impact testing.
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source: SAP

source: SAP
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How Cloudy is SSM 7.2?
With advent of cloud technologies becoming more prevalent in the
business arena, SAP has ensured that its position is well de ined.
With this, it was only a matter of time before SSM was brought up to
date to accommodate this shift in the product and services market.
Currently, the SAP product portfolio services the traditional on-premise
as well as the software as a service model. Somewhere in between
there are also the hosted solutions. In an integrated world, there needs
to be connectivity that provides the user with a single view of this
multi-platform environment. Seeing as one of SSM's roles in the
SAP eco-system is to provide this view, it meant that SSM 7.2 had
to become very cloud aware, especially for hybrid-type environments
comprised of on-premise and hosted setups.
SAP have been very excited about 7.2 with respect to the cloud world
and state that SSM is for, with and in the cloud.
The 'for' covers the traditional on-premise setup and the level of
standards available, but also connects to the SAP cloud products
and oﬀers the respective content.
The 'with' denotes that SSM is now closely coupled to the SAP
backend and through this coupling, Best Practices, S/4HANA
Readiness checks and several other services, catalogues and
roadmaps are available on demand and are always up to date
as these are maintained, calculated and serviced in the backend.
On SSM 7.1, these services, etc., were delivered via downloadable
content, adding to the maintenance complexity of the landscape.
The usage of these components in 7.2 is fully integrated into SSM
and reinforces the 'Single Source of Truth' concept.
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The 'in' relates to the ability to deploy SSM in a cloud environment and
connect to managed systems outside of the cloud. This deployment can
either be fully owned, controlled and built by the customer, or for a more
rapid approach, SAP has provided several deployment images in their
Cloud Appliance Library (CAL).
These images are designed to test drive various scenarios. The scenarios
cover the test migration of the 7.1 'SOLAR01' content, simple demos for
the S/4HANA package and lastly a scenario to test drive the Focused
Solutions. Additional scenarios will be added. The aim of the CAL image
is to deploy a basic working Solution Manager within an hour for demo
or testing purposes in a cloud vendor environment. It can also be used as
a foundation for a productive deployment; however, some alignment
con iguration will be needed to it it into the respective customer
SAP landscape.
With SSM being so comfortable in the cloud environment, it creates
opportunities for SAP customers to partner with vendors who can deploy
SSM in either the private or public cloud and fully manage the SSM
environment on behalf of the customer. This enables the customer to
derive the bene its from SSM without having to overcome the hurdle of
acquiring or up-skilling staﬀ to the level of competence before any value
can be derived.

CONCORN
SolmanCloud
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Upgrade or Re-implement
One of the most asked questions when 7.1 was released was
'Upgrade or Re-implement?' At the time, due the complexities of the
upgrade process coupled with very little investment in the 7.0 solution,
the general advice was to re-implement.
And now that 7.2 is here, the question is again being asked. This time,
however, customers have signi icant investment in the 7.1 solution and
will be loath to lose it. SAP is well aware of this and have designed an
upgrade path that even allows for the database migration to HANA as part
of the process. In fact, they recommend it in order to reduce business
impact.
Upgrading to 7.2 not only makes the new SSM functionality available, but
also upgrades the technical stack to the latest technology, including the
option to switch to the HANA database. This technical upgrade additionally
modernizes the technology stack to split the ABAP and JAVA stack.
The CRM and PPM stack are also upgraded to the latest Enhancement
Pack and version respectively.
The most noticeable change is the new User Experience provided by the
Fiori Launchpad and the SAPUI screens.
Mainstream maintenance on version 7.1 ends at the end of 2017, so
planning the upgrade should be looked at very seriously in the near future.
As with any upgrade, post-upgrade work and training is required and this
will vary from low to high impact depending on the functionality and the
extent to which it was changed between version 7.1 and 7.2.
Data Volume Management and Project Management would typically be a
low impact; however, Process Management, Test Management and Business
Process Operations will require more attention due to the fundamental
changes introduced in 7.2.
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In order to ease the transition to version 7.2, SAP has made several
upgrade services available. These can be ordered from SAP through the
usual SAP Enterprise Support channels.
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SAP Activate
SAP Activate is SAP's implementation methodology for SAP's S/4HANA. It is
designed to facilitate the accelerated start and build of the S/4HANA
solution.SSM 7.2 is the chosen deployment platform for the consumption
of the content.
The rich SAP Activate content can be downloaded into the SSM 7.2 system
from the respective Fiori Tile on the standard launchpad. Once loaded the
best-practice diagrams, project plans, roadmaps, documentation and
con iguration can be accessed and consumed as needed to enhance your
'as-is/to-be' project eﬀorts. SAP Activate even provides test scripts
associated with the respective process steps and lows.
There is an option to deploy a CAL image for SSM 7.2 and S/4HANA. Once
deployed, the Activate content can be explored and experimented with by
using the drill-down capabilities into the underlying demo S/4HANA trial
system.
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Key Components
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is SAP's most complex solution in their
portfolio. When we speak of 'Solman' it is treated as one single unit
or solution, but in fact, it is made up of several components used to
support the various application Lifecycle stages or scenarios.
Depending on the nature of the customer's SAP environment, customers
are at diﬀerent maturity levels, and picking the right piece of
functionality in SSM to deploy in order to extract value to support the
business has always been a problem. Where does one start?
Unfortunately, there is no 'one-size- its-all' solution, but there are some
basic rules with respect to designing or building an SSM roadmap.
To go into the roadmap design here is not possible; however, I will say
that understanding what processes are being used is a good place to
start and SSM has the necessary tools to assist. From there, testing,
analytics and monitoring are all within easy reach.
With proper ownership of the toolset the capabilities of SSM 7.2 can
be realized and the subsequent ROI and TCO bene its can be obtained.
Below are some of the main areas of SSM 7.2 that have a lot to oﬀer
depending on the needs of the landscape.
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Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
The RCA component consists of four key toolsets, namely: Exception
Anaylsis,Change Analysis, End-to-End Trace Analysis and Database
Analysis. The combination of these capabilities allows for systematic
analysis of the managed landscape in order to ascertain the root cause of
the reported problem. RCA oﬀers a high degree of visibility through its
connectedness into the technical landscape and promotes a top-down
approach to problem analysis, thus speeding up the time to resolution
by separating the symptom from the actual problem.
Summary View

Server Analysis

ITSM (Service Desk)
In line with ITIL standards, ITSM is a fully ledged service desk component
integrated into the SAP managed landscape. It is able to track incidents,
problems and service requests. It also supports the escalation of the
tickets into the change and release cycle should any functional and
technical changes be required to resolve the respective ticket.
Moreover, the Service Desk is fully integrated into SAP's support
backbone for faster turnaround times of customer messages.
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End user Experience Monitoring (EEMon)
EEMon is used to observe and check the system availability and
performance of the system from a user's perspective. It is especially
useful when the user population is geographically distributed from
the the SAP instances. This tool supports the end-to-end diagnostics
infrastructure as it provides a means to simulate the behavior of the
end user and then provides analysis data of the various hardware
and software layers for the resolution of performance bottlenecks.
Technical Monitoring ( AppOps)
Through Technical Monitoring, IT is provided with the infrastructure to
monitor the managed systems from a technical perspective. This includes
the monitoring of SAP databases, instances and hosts for exceptions and
performance-related errors. This data is collated and presented via the
various reports and interactive Dashboards including the Focused
Insights Add-on and generally consumed by the COE Teams.
Full integration with the alerting infrastructure and service desk is
supported, enabling automated logging of support tickets under certain
alert conditions.
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Business Process Monitoring (BusOps/BPMon)
Process Monitoring is the monitoring of functions within a business
process being executed on the SAP landscape. Business performance
KPIs can be set up to determine ef iciency with which these processes
are being handled, speci ically around back and throughput.
As with Technical Monitoring, full integration with the alerting
infrastructure and service desk is supported

source: SAP

source: SAP
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Business Process Analytics
Business process analytics forms part of business process operations and
enables lexible reporting on most throughput and backlog indicators,
giving businesses the information they require to identify trends and
cycles and areas for improvement on a lexible reporting infrastructure.
The insights gained from these dashboards can be used to ine tune
the process monitoring KPIs for more eﬀective process monitoring.

IT Portfolio and Project Management (ITPPM)
Eﬀective project management is key to the success of any project and
business and IT require the necessary tools to achieve this success.
Using SSM's ITPPM capabilities allows users and project management to
manage time, resources and the status of various deliverables. SAP have
also provided rich content with respect to test cases, project plans
roadmaps and con iguration guides to support their S/4HANA Best
Practices. ITPPM integrates with the Process Management component
in order to encourage the support of the full application lifecycle and the
corresponding mapping, maintenance and monitoring of the business
processes.

Process Management
Process Management replaces the older Solution Documentation and
extends the capabilities from general business scenario and process
mapping to proving a full integrated graphical process design tool.
Here, process steps are arranged into processes and then grouped into
scenarios and any other required grouping or lines of business.
There is no longer a three-level hierarchy limit. Process Management
forms the foundation for a number of other SSM capabilities as it provides
the business context for monitoring, reporting and alerting components.
For example, the modeling of the processes is carried over BPMon to
provide a graphical business context to the monitoring objects and the
respective alerts. The various libraries that are supported by this
component are used to store elements of the landscape in order to
encourage reusability. These elements include test cases, custom
code objects, process design diagrams and project documents,
etc.
32

Test Workbench
The Test Workbench is used to support the entire testing lifecycle.
This includes the planning and execution of testing on business processes
and systems as well as the reporting on the results. Test planning involves
the development of test cases and test packages, and the creation of test
data.
The test execution relates to the manual or automated tests carried out by
the tester and subsequent test sign oﬀ. Test automation is made possible
using the SSM's built-in Component Based Test Automation (CBTA) tool,
or via integration with third-party test automation tools.
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Scope and Eﬀort Analyzer (SEA)
The SEA is used to assess the activities and eﬀort that will be required
before the actual deployment of enhancement and support packages, and
it allows users to assess the impact and eﬀect as a result of the changes
that may occur. It extends into the Testing area and gives an indicative
view of the Testing eﬀort with and without the Test Scope Optimization.

Business Process Change Analyzer (BPCA)
The BPCA is a powerful tool that analyzes the content of transports and
other change packages and then cross-references the data with the
documented solution. This creates an optimized set of business
transactions that will be aﬀected by the proposed change. This optimized
scope can then be used to create the respective test packages for
distribution.
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Change and Release Management (ChaRM)
ChaRM forms part of the bigger ITSM solution and provides IT with a
mechanism to record, manage, deploy and trace changes made to the
managed SAP solution.
The changes are managed using transports or releases at various intervals,
ensuring that changes are made on time but also while maintaining
governance and decreasing volatility and risk. The changes are
categorized according to the nature and frequency of the changes in order
to provide suf icient lexibility in project and operational environments.

Data Consistency Management (DCM)
In complex IT environments, data often passes through multiple systems
and their respective databases. In order for the aﬀected business processes
to return the desired eﬀect, the correctness and completeness of the
process is critical. By using DCM, businesses are able to create custom
checks to monitor processes and the data generated. The reporting and
alerting capabilities ensure visibility and quick reaction times to any
occurrences of inconsistent data.

Data Volume Management (DVM)
DVM allows for management of data volumes by providing insight as to
the nature of the data in the database. This insight assists with planning
of the archiving initiative and management of disk space.
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Conclusion
What started out as a toolset more than 16 years ago in the form of the
ASAP toolset to what SAP Solution Manager is today is simply amazing.
It has not been an easy road for the product and has been referred to
many a time in derogatory terms. It reminds me of the story of the
ugly duckling.
I have lived with SAP Solution Manager in its various stages of life from
the very beginning to where it is now and I can only imagine what is still
in store for us. SAP have matured this product to a world-class
strategically important toolset that any SAP customer would be
making a mistake to not take seriously. This does not mean a full
deployment of wall-to-wall functionality. Having the lean setup with
the irst few critical process mapped, documented and monitored will
already provide more insight into the SAP landscape than ever before
possible. From there, more visibility is gained prompting for more
insight and more functionality.
The bene its to be derived from SSM are only limited by the desire
to own the solution and consume its output constructively.
There has been no better time than now to accept SSM as an
integral part of the company's SAP ecosystem and it is essential to
ensure that the investment made in the SAP product suite is protected
and realized.

Thank You
Valton Berisha & Graham Henderson
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Basic Terms
Solution Documentation
This is the complete documentation content of a solution, including the
libraries and business processes. Each Solution Documentation version
is a branch.
Solution
This is the sum of a company’s systems, applications and processes.
It acts as a container for versions of Solution Documentation, one of
which is the production version. From a process perspective, a solution
covers all the company’s business processes. From a system perspective,
a solution covers all productive systems that are connected through
interfaces. As solutions form independent areas with very limited access
to functionality outside of themselves, there is typically only one
productive solution per company. Even for an international multi-site
company one solution will generally be suf icient. Multiple productive
solutions typically cover the use case of a service provider running
multiple productive solutions for diﬀerent clients.
System landscape
All systems of a company listed in the landscape management database
(LMDB). In a solution, systems are added by adding logical component
groups (see below). The term system landscape is used descriptively –
there is no corresponding technical object of type system landscape.
Branch (incl. production branch)
Branches can be understood as “version contexts” of a solution.
The currently productive solution is documented in the production
branch. If you run a development environment in which you are setting
up a new product version (which will be set productive in the future),
maybe including own custom developments, you would represent this
by a development branch for the systems in the development track.
Typical maintenance activities such as implementation of SAP Notes
would normally be handled in a separate maintenance branch, not in a
development branch. By default, a newly created solution has a
production and a maintenance branch.
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Logical component group
As a rule of thumb, a logical component group comprises all systems of a
solution that have the same productive system and system type e.g. ABAP
or Java. Hence for each ABAP based and for each non-ABAP based
productive system you create a separate logical component group. For
example, a solution could contain the logical component groups HR, ERP,
CRM, BI, PI, BOBJ, PORTAL.As an important exception to the rule,
companies with e.g. multiple ERP productive systems per site
(country, plant) have to use only one ERP logical component group.
Technically, logical component groups are created within solutions.
Logical component
A logical component is the “branch view” on a logical component group
i.e. the subset of systems which belong, for example, to the production,
maintenance or development tracks of your solution. Similar to
SAP Solution Manager 7.1 a logical component is a vector of technical
systems and system roles that usually correspond to a transport track
of your landscape.
System role
Intended purpose of a system-client combination (ABAP) or system
(Java) within a logical component, for example, Development, Test,
or Production. Applications within SAP Solution Manager use the system
role to determine which system to use for various operations. For example,
an analysis of usage statistics needs to run on a production system.
The limit of creating custom roles is to 52. Note: Apart from numbers you
can also use all lower and upper case letters except C, D, E, F, P, S, T, V.
Library
Collection of redundancy-free, reusable objects that you can reference
from your solution to avoid duplicate content and reduce maintenance
eﬀort. Libraries are organized based on logical component groups and
the application component hierarchy. You can use or create libraries for
the following objects: Executables (e.g. transactions, Web Dynpro
applications, FIORI apps, Development objects (custom classes,
reports, tables), Con iguration units (IMG, BC-Sets), Interfaces,
Process steps
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Executable
Executable objects used to perform certain tasks. For example,
transactions or Web Dynpro applications. Executables are always objects
which can be accessed or executed by a user.
Element
Structure nodes and object list items are called elements.
View
Visible scope of a solution. You can divide the structure of a solution into
diﬀerent views so that only certain parts of the structure are visible. In
theory each user could create a view for the scenarios they are interested
in. The initial default view on a solution contains the root element of the
production branch as the top element and therefore shows the whole
solution.
Site
The site concept is relevant for companies that run one SAP product on
separate productive systems, e.g. in diﬀerent branch of ices, countries or
regions and where those productive systems have a lot in common
regarding software logistics and Solution Documentation but are also
used to support local features. For each site, productive systems may be
supplied through local maintenance and development systems while they
can also be connected to a common development system that handles
software that is uniform across all locations. Similarly, for Solution
Documentation, parts of the documentation can be the same across
all sites, supplemented by special documentation written for individual
sites. Technically, the site context selects during navigation within the
application the relevant managed systems based on logical component
group, site and system role where the site determines the appropriate
logical component within a logical component group and the system role
picks the right logical system. Furthermore, each Solution Documentation
element can be linked to one or more site attributes in order to restrict
their validity to those sites. An empty attribute value stands for
documentation that is universally valid across all productive systems
in a logical component group and is called global.
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Scope
With a scope, you can narrow down the Solution Documentation content
to a view de inition plus additional ilter criteria for structure iltering.
Scopes are also used for the generation of process documentation and for
the execution of reports.
Report
With reports, you can check the status of your Solution Documentation,
for example the completeness of documentation or assignments of
objects. You can de ine and execute your own reports in Solution
Documentation based on reports that are delivered by SAP.
Basic Concepts | Libraries
Process Step Library
The process step library is a business oriented collection of re-usable
process step originals used to assemble processes. It is grouped by
functional domains that correspond to organizational structures
(for example inancial, production or sales). All process step originals
should exist only once to obtain an overlap-free library structure.
Executable Library
The executable library is a functional oriented collection of re-usable
executable originals used to facilitate process step originals with
execution means. It is calculated using managed system usage data
(performance database and usage and procedure logging). All executable
originals are automatically grouped by logical component groups on the
irst level and on the following using the application software structure
(application component hierarchy or development package).
Development Library
The development library is a functional oriented collection of re-usable
development object originals to document executable customer
enhancements. It is calculated using managed system usage data
(performance database and usage and procedure logging).
The development object originals are automatically grouped by logical
component groups on the irst level and on the following using the
applications software structure (application component
hierarchy or development package).
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Interface Library
The interface library is a functional oriented collection of re-usable
interface originals used to depict how system breaks are bridged. It is
organized according to scenario and functional aspects and follows
operational needs.
Con iguration Library
The con iguration library is a functional oriented collection of re-usable
con iguration units used to describe the con iguration of single functions,
complete applications, or processes. It is grouped by functional domains
that correspond to organizational structures (for example inancial,
production or sales) and organized according to a process organization.
Lifecycle based on Branches
A branch represents a version of the Solution Documentation containing
processes, libraries, and systems. The production branch represents the
productive version of the entire Solution
Documentation.The maintenance branch represents
the editable version of the productive Solution
Documentation. It provides an safe environment
for performing changes. The development branch
represents the development version for future
Solution Documentation.

Relationship of Branches
There is always a production and a maintenance branch but customers
can de ine as many additional branches as required. A child branch, like
a maintenance branch, has always full visibility into the Solution
Documentation of the parent, for example in the maintenance branch,
all unchanged elements have the state of the production branch.
The branch setup should be driven by the customers system tracks and
the planned customer releases.
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Use of an Operations Branch for Business Process Monitoring
Basically, business process monitoring can not be set up in a production
branch as it is locked, if a maintenance branch exists. As in the
maintenance branch production systems are not included, it is not
possible to set up monitoring for a production system directly.
The setup of monitoring in the maintenance branch would potentially
need ChaRM documents and could be done for the maintenance system
only. Also in other branches the setup of monitoring would be possible,
but would be subject to lifecycle management as well.
Therefore, it is possible to create an Operations Branch for monitoring
purposes. This branch is not subject to release and change management.
The operations branch is a dedicated editable branch used for monitoring
purposes which refers to the production landscape. A solution can contain
a single operations branch as a child branch of the production branch.
The operations branch is a standard branch and has not an own
operations branch type. The creation and editing of monitoring objects
in the operations branch can be restricted by authorization. Source SAP.

Application Lifecycle Management
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SAP Solution Manager the ITIL aligned IT Management Tool
SAP Solution Manager has been re-certi ied from PinkVERIFY to
comply with all of the 15 ITIL processes that are currently available
for certi ication. Also the German company SERVIEW has given their
award called "SERVIEW Certi ied Tool" to SAP.
• Availability Management
• Capacity Management
• Change Management
• Event Management
• Financial Management
• Incident Management
• IT Service Continuity Management
• Knowledge Management
• Problem Management
• Release & Deployment Management
• Request Ful illment
• Service Asset & Con iguration Management
• Service Catalog Management
• Service Level Management
• Service Portfolio Management
SAP is the irst vendor awarded Pink Elephant’s Pinkverify ITIL 2011
certi ication for 15 processes of the IT Service lifecycle.
The award is a milestone for SAP Solution Manager: the ITIL certi ication
proves that SAP Solution Manager is a premium and functional mature
product that is been provided to SAP customers within their support
contracts. SAP Enterprise Support customers are allowed to use
SAP Solution Manager for their entire IT solution. This means for SAP
Enterprise Support customers that they can access an adequate IT Service
Desk with integrated Change Management. For this reason, SAP Solution
Manager is very attractive to SAP Enterprise Support customers from a
cost perspective.
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Background & General Information
Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL)
The Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is a set of
books developed by the United Kingdom's Of ice Of Government
Commerce (OGC). ITIL is now owned and distributed by the Cabinet
Of ice. The books describe an integrated, process based, best practice
framework for managing IT services. To date, these books are the only
comprehensive, non-proprietary guidance for IT service management.
Pink Elephant
Involved with ITIL since its inception in 1987, Pink Elephant is proud of
its commitment to the framework. In fact, Pink Elephant is acknowledged
worldwide as The ITIL Experts.
Pink VERIFY TM is an internationally recognized IT Service Management
(ITSM) tool suite assessment service. It was created in 1998 to help
ITIL/ITSM practitioners identify software tools that would support their
process improvement initiatives and to provide ITSM tool vendors and
service providers with a process to demonstrate and certify their
product’s ITIL compliance to general platform, core and integration
criteria.

SERVIEW Certi ied Tool
SERVIEW Certi iedTool® stands for excellent software solutions for
ITIL®. Against all other in the market place available certi icates for
software solutions, the SERVIEW Certi iedTool® award is free of charge.
This means that the certi ication cannot be bought on the market.
To receive this certi ication it is necessary to ful ill the criteria of the high
demands of SERVIEW Certi iedTool®.
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TOP 10 reasons why choosing SAP for ITSM
1. Best Practice
Which content delivers the solution?
2. Flexibility
Will the user like it?
3. Scalability
Are all my requirements ful illed?
4. Interaction
How does it interact with my applications?
5. Integration
Can the solution be integrated in my SAP landscape?
6. Openess
What about my existing toolset?
7. Innovation
Are future investments planned?
8. Support
What if I run in trouble with my solution?
9. Services
Who helps me in the implemenation?
10. Unique Value
What is unique with SAP and what say customers who use it?
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Do your projects go live whenever they are ready?
This means that you may have …

- A hard time to ensure proper & complete testing
- High eﬀort taking care of con licts & dependencies
- Many manual steps and activities during Go-Live
- No routine procedure for go-live situations
- Trouble keeping your IT Services running
…
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Hanalyzer
As mentioned earlier, HANA will be a standard for the SAP customer base.
But a migration is not as straightforward as one might hope, since a new
database means new programming syntax. The result is that some of your
custom ABAP code needs to be changed to work with HANA.

Going through thousands of lines of code to ind out, which code will no
longer work or which code will have an adverse eﬀect on performance
after migration is an arduous task, which requires programming and
technical project management resources.
You will have to ix some code. That's a fact.
We understand this problem and we have teamed up with the Gekkobrain
team, who developed Hanalyzer.
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Hanalyzer is a tool that can help you ind out exactly which code to
ix and when to ix it.
Hanalyzer builds on SAP Code Inspector and analyzes the inspections to
igure out, exactly which ones are relevant. SCI will ind all issues in your
custom code, but some issues are in objects that are no longer used.
Other issues are of minor impact. And some are simply not relevant.
Hanalyzer inds the relevant issues for you by looking at a combination of
UPL data, priority, impact and estimated eﬀort.

Hanalyzer handles the project management
You will end up with an agile plan, that allows you to ix code issues with
high impact and low complexity irst. It even suggests the sprints for you,
so you can do the technical project management straight from the tool.
In Hanalyzer you can assign developers to the various objects, so they can
be noti ied and ix the issues. Hanalyzer keeps track of the progress by
constantly monitoring the code. This is presented in a burndown chart,
so you can see, whether you are on track for the upgrade.
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Hanalyzer check for S/4 HANA readiness too
By using Hanalyzer in S/4 HANA mode, Hanalyzer will check your code
against the S/4 HANA recommendations and show you which objects use
tables or views that will no longer be supported after a S/4 HANA
migration. You can analyze and prioritize these issues in the same way
as the code issues before a HANA upgrade, so you can spend your time on
issues that will have an actual impact.

CONCORN
Services

Get a 30-day free license of the full product for one SAP System.
During that time, we are available to help you make the most of the
trial by answering your questions and conducting live online demos.
Our team looks forward to assisting you!
ConCorn Team | info@concorn.com
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Requirements Management
Requirements Management enables you to handle change processes for
software innovations used throughout your business, including SAP and
non-SAP products. After identifying the need for a new function or
feature, business departments (lines of business) can submit a business
requirement and detail the necessary changes. The IT department uses
this data to scope the requirement and determine whether it can be
implemented.

Business Requirement
A business requirement is a document in which the business manager or
business process expert describes new functions and features that are
to be implemented by the IT department.
IT Requirement
An IT requirement is a document that the solution architect or
IT manager uses to analyze a requested feature or function in terms
of the budget, the person days required, and the required due date.
An IT requirement can be created directly or based on a business
requirement.
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Focused Solutions for SAP Solution Manager
Focused Solutions are turnkey solutions based on SAP Solution Manager
made for immediate consumption.
They are ready-to-run, highly integrated, precon igured, and automated.
Focused Solutions deliver all you need and include additional features
and dashboards, and all related training. They are available to all customers
What are your immediate bene its?
- It’s ready-to-run
- All the bene its of a personal consulting solution without the costs involved
- You get complete maintenance and support
- You only pay what you use. No hidden costs. No shelfware
- Everybody can get it easily and instantly through the SAP Store
Focused Insights for SAP Solution Manager
- Build custom-speci ic, easy-to-use dashboards in minutes
- Pre-packaged content with simpli ied con iguration models, no
programming needed
- Monitor 800+ best-practice KPIs, pre-selected for standard use cases
- Mix real-time or historic metrics from across all SAP Solution Manager
use cases
- Ideal to build your Innovation Control Center and Operations
Control Center
- Enable top-level, strategic, KPI-driven management for the business
solution for IT and Business

Focused Build for SAP Solution Manager
- Automated visibility of solution readiness against due dates, with
integrated risk management
- Management of distributed development teams
- Agile release and software engineering with JIRA integration
- Automated test planning, change & release management to support
continuous delivery & integration, and DevOps
- Full integration of demand, project, process, change, release, and
test management
5 Focused Solutions Licenses are included with ConCorn Services

Request a Demo & Order | focused@concorn.com
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Fully Managed Global Testing Services
Governance, Control and Stabilty
We have a fully operational testing center for DevOps and SAP testing.
This testing service allows us to perform remote end-to-end testing for
Non-SAP development as well as SAP speci ic testing. Manual and
automated testing can be deployed depending on the service required
and respective testing environment. SAP Solution Manager is our tool
of choice for test management as it supports the 'Single Source of Truth'
and is designed for the SAP landscape. Our team have an accelerated
roadmap to get customers ready for testing so that they can take
advantage of the bene its of our managed testing services.
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7.1

7.2

For SAP Solution Manager customers we oﬀer:
- Identi ication of those parts of your solution documentation
which matter to you
- Decision support to plan and execute content activation
- Best practices, services, and tools for the upgrade to
SAP Solution Manager 7.2
- Unparalleled special upgrade support for SAP Solution Manager 7.2
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Why SMaaMS:
SAP Solution Manager as a Managed Service is the perfect way to allow
small to medium sized customers to access the Solution Manager
Toolset at an aﬀordable price.
SMaaMS is a multi-tenant SAP Solution Manager system that enables
small to medium sized enterprise customers to get the bene its of
this toolset without incurring upfront infrastructure and consulting costs.
Alongside with SMaaMS, ConCorn in partnership with SKYTAP provides
smooth and reliable support services delivered directly by our certi ied
consultants.
Simpli ication through SMaaMS
Small to medium sized customers often don’t have the resources to
implement, optimize and maintain SAP Solution Manager, therefore
they don’t realize the full potential of their SAP solutions and support.

CONCORN
SMaaMS
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Cloud-based SAP Solution Manager 7.2
ConCorn
Deployement

7.2

SolmanCloud helps you instantly deploy and use SAP on-premise
solutions by signi icantly reducing the initial setup and con iguration
eﬀort and deliver quick time-to-value.

Including Focused Solutions
- Focused Insights
- Focused Build
More SAP Solution Manager Value through in-memory technology.
An innovative approach of introducing SAP HANA as the SAP Solution
Manager 7.2 preferred Database, free of charge, even if you do not run
your general SAP Solution on SAP HANA yet.

CONCORN
SolmanCloud
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Our Pro ile
BluePencil was established in 2004 with a core focus on delivering
specialist SAP services in SAP Solution Manager, Resourcing and Training.
Twelve years later, and still privately owned, BluePencil is now a group
of companies that oﬀers a range of SAP and IT focused technology, ALM,
user education and change management services.

ALM - Run SAP Better
Visibility, Stability and Performance
We provide strategy roadmaps, landscape audits, implementation and s
upport services. We have with a proven track record at assisting companies
'Run SAP like a Factory'. Working with organisations of all sizes and across
multiple industries, we have ine-tuned our execution of the 'Run SAP'
methodology and have developed sound approaches to support the
rollout and adoption of SAP Solution Manager into any environment.

We have a range of skills and services tailored to your needs, from
senior specialists who provide audits and advisory services, to certi ied
consultants who monitor, operate and optimize the SAP Solution.
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ALM – Fully Managed Services
Fast Track Value Realization
We have an expert team that provides a fully managed SAP Solution
Manager service. Whether on-premise or in the cloud, our team will
manage the day-to-day operations of the SAP Solution Manager system
and our experts will consume the data and oﬀer technical and strategic
guidance in order for the customer to fully realise the bene its of the
SAP Solution Manager implementation.

(Pty) Ltd (South Africa)
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When evaluating current tools and assets of an IT Enterprise certain
decisions are made from thinking project speci ic versus enterprise
speci ic. Full Scale Application Lifecycle Management maturity happens
when you are able to show coverage and usability across all IT initiatives.
Integrations of tools and usability for the IT assets that your personnel are
authoring within an SAP landscape is important to evaluate due to the
large scale investment companies make in the SAP solution. What can't
be lost in evaluation and ongoing maturity is the ability for those tools to
be agnostic to the technologies within a company's ecosystem. The main
goal is to align companies with technology that year over year is
consistently in the Magic Quadrant of Gartner rankings and SAP considers
being apart of its ITIL certi ication.
Test Data Management
HPE's Application Lifecycle Management connection into SAP's Solution
Manager allows for traceability to builds, defects, and assignment of test
case coverage for all SDLC initiatives in your SAP landscape. Additional
connections via HPE's open API allow for sync ability and data sharing
across diﬀerent varying platforms and open source solutions. HP ALM
delivers the irst technology – agnostic, IT Performance and Test Data
Management platform for Applications. While SAP integrations are
important to an IT landscape being mindful of other portfolios is just as
important. Items like collaboration amongst delivery teams, defect triage
across multiple initiatives, executive scorecard reporting, and tracking
software releases from Requirements through deployment. Additional
added features are integration into Performance Testing platforms,
Automation, Security, and Project and Portfolio Management.
Embedded and developed work low
solutions of how the users of the HP ALM
application will create and maintain the
test data assets and allow for greater
collaboration among those assets.
Streamlining the process will lead to
better reporting and management of
resource time and traceability in project
readiness and completion.
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Automation
The ongoing eﬀorts taken by an IT staﬀ to test applications in total is a
rare occurrence in today's ever changing IT landscapes. With the onset
of Continuous Integration comes a decision around what can be tested
and what won't be tested. Do we use Regression modeling or do we
test only what we think we know? With SAP Solution Manager 7.2
along with integrations of HPE you can track these risks much easier
and outline your automation strategies that will ultimately produce the
most amount of testing coverage per release cycle.
In more traditional Waterfall methodologies, companies must plan and
maintain automations more regularly with testing and design initiatives
happening in separate cycles or periods of time. With a shift left into
more Agile approaches and the move toward continuous integration
or DevOps approaches this becomes more of a challenge.
When adding automation, the goal should be not only coverage of
test cases but also the ability for the current resource footprint to be
able to maintain that. Using a single tool that allows for multiple facets
of all ongoing technology stacks in an IT organization is key for this to
happen.
HPE's Uni ied Functional Test has the ability to both integrate and
recognize a vast majority of SAP technology out of the box as well
as scale across company speci ic changes or work low anomalies.
The more traditional solution of Functional Test (formerly QTP/Quick
Test Pro) allows building standard regression around current SAP
landscapes. With base con iguration changes to RZ11, the vast majority
of SAP is completely recognizable and sustainable for UFT. Using
ALM to integrate with UFT and SAP automation has been known for
years as a best practice.
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With the emerging interest in integration with other aspects of
applications in companies portfolios, UFT has the ability to handle
regression in not only SAP but also other applications built entirely
diﬀerent from the SAP ERP solution. This allows for cross application
automated testing where necessary. One such example would be round
API testing which allows the test user to test headless technologies like
JMS, HTTP Databases and Web Services. When testing all technologies
data iles that may be pushed or pulled from varying applications feeding
nd
each other data that needs to be validated during testing cycles. As the 2
part of a single product this will allow for more lexibility in creating
larger testing coverage of single and multiple application integration.
The 3rd aspect of UFT would be the ever present need to follow
continuous integration demands of an organization. With the ability to
work in multiple IDE's, HPE's LEAN FT, is a new functional test
automation solution which was designed speci ically for Continuous
Integration and Continuous Testing. It integrates seamlessly with the
standard development IDEs and provides powerful automation API and
tools. With LEAN FT's compatibility around cross-browser support and
nearly agnostic technology stack support, it is able to leverage many
diﬀerent technologies such as, IE, Firefox, Chrome, SAP, Android, iOS,
.NET, and Java. Along with fully embedded in standard IDEs such as
Eclipse, Jenkins, Visual Studio, IntelliJ IDEA, Subversion, and GIT.

Performance Initiatives
Performance and Availability of Applications is the number one necessity
of most if not all IT organizations. When speaking speci ically about
Performance, an understanding of how your application is used in
production and how to model that is information every IT organization
should have. HPE's LoadRunner is the industry leading solution for
application performance testing. It enables a consistent and repeatable
process for performance testing of critical applications and critical
business processes. The value of HPE Loadrunner is it allows customers
to perform load testing on a broad range of applications across a variety
of technologies.
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In the SAP Landscape the approach is very similar to that of UFT. RZ11
enablement across the landscape allows for easily recognizable features
for LoadRunner to use to develop performance testing business processes
to test in an SAP environment.
When the demands are outside of the SAP Landscape Loadrunner
provides support for over 20 diﬀerent protocols and provides support
where other tools or Open Source products can't. The Enterprise wide
solution, Performance Center, makes enterprise level usability and
sharing of assets much easier for larger scale organizations that have
not only varying locations of users but also varying locations of
applications. While the licensing of Loadrunner and Performance
Center are slightly diﬀerent the use of the technology is almost identical.
Both products integrate with the HPE ALM suite and can be leveraged
in the same manor as a Manual test, Automated test or a Performance
test. All the assets are shared in a central location and defect call outs and
reports can be managed through one interface.
Security
Security of Applications and digital assets has quickly become one of a
company's most prized assets. As sophisticated cyber-attacks are
increasing managing risks in today's digital enterprise now begins at the
Application. HPE Fortify is a tool that will allow you to protect your
Applications whether they are on premise, in the cloud or somewhere
in-between. All companies must protect their most business critical
assets regardless of asset locations. As the number of business critical
applications continues to grow at each company security must react
quickly to ensure risk mitigation and data security. The three key
advantages of HPE Fortify are Comprehensive; only application security
provider to cover SAST, DAST, IAST and RASP. Proven, over a 10 years
of successful security deployments and backed by the world's largest
security research team. Flexible, available on premise or as a SaaS
product on demand. Static Analysis, Dynamic Analysis, and Application
Defender all work in correlation with Remediation and Vulnerability
Management to ensure end to end coverage for Application Lifecycle.
HPE Fortify will show developers exactly where the weaknesses are in
their application at the code level and provide best practices on
how to remedy them.
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Skytap Overview
Skytap is a public cloud provider that enables Cloud and DevOps
strategies for traditional on-premises applications. Our cloud uniquely
supports application modernization with production-ready software
development and delivery environments that work the same way as an
on-premises data center.
We make it simple for developers, testers and other end users to consume
cloud infrastructure as a self-service oﬀering. We do this by packaging
servers, VMs, networks, data and con igurations into complete working
environments can be provisioned, cloned, shared, suspended, and moved
around the world.
Problem Description
As the knowledge and tools available to the software industry improve,
the potential for product teams to increase their velocity and agility also
improves. This provides opportunities to increase both the pace of
innovation and quality of enterprise applications.
Within the enterprise, Cloud Services, Containerization, and DevOps and
Agile Practices are particularly well-suited to improve the speed and
ef iciency of software development.
Unfortunately, many businesses struggle to apply these modern tools and
practices to their existing technology assets. This is due to fundamental
infrastructure and technology assumptions made within their
applications. Businesses ind that public Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
oﬀerings require that applications be designed with fault tolerance,
idempotency, and automation to function properly, making migration of
existing applications to the cloud dif icult and costly. Deployment of most
traditional applications is not automated, and the time and eﬀort needed
to create new Instances for daily tasks or experimentation is extremely
high, further hindering progress.
The result is a split that many call "2 speed IT" or "Bi-Modal IT". Existing
enterprise application teams are saddled with traditional tools and
manual practices, while teams building newer applications – often created
from scratch – are able to more easily experiment and integrate recent
advancements. This is a signi icant problem given that green ield
applications are not at the core of most businesses.
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Our Company
IBIS Prof. Thome AG was founded in 1994 and is headquartered in
Wuerzburg, Germany. IBIS America was founded in 2007as a result of a
successful pilot program and is headquartered in Reeders, PA.
IBIS is a cutting edgesoftware service provider committed to long-term
partnerships for those wanting to forge ahead in innovation,
practice-oriented research and project work,specializing in business
analyses of SAP systems. We conduct these analyses using our trademarked
RBE Plus method.
For over twenty years now, we have worked jointly with large corporations
like Atos, HPE, PWC and SAP along with more specialized partners. Over
the course of those twenty years we have helped thousands of national
and international customers with our products and services; always in
accordance with our company philosophy – with reliability, precision
and innovation.
What makes IBIS diﬀerent?
We are able to oﬀer high quality products and ef icient services thanks to
our employees' many years of SAP experience and acquired expertise.
For us, innovation means always keeping an eye on the market, staying
abreast of the latest trends and putting our wealth of experience to work
for you. We assess every new SAP development and immediately
incorporate it into our tool platform.
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IBIS invented Reverse Business Engineering for SAP Technology in 1999
and we provide Continuous SAP Improvement Tools (RBE Plus) and
Services to SAP customers. Our primary goal is helping our customers
optimize their investment into SAP by improving productivity and
reducing costs across their Project Management Of ice (PMO) and
Center of Excellence (COE) organizations. Our Solutions support a
variety of services which include:
·Upgrades,
·Consolidations
·Harmonization
·System Comparisons
·Security
·Licenses Reviews
·Authorizations Analysis
·Audits

· Customization Reduction
· Testing
· Overall Optimization/Productivity
· Simpli ication
· S/4HANA Assessments
·SAP Solution Manager
Implementation

In a nutshell RBE Plus is a widely-used, proven and comprehensive
business intelligence tool which extracts data from your productive
SAP system to document and analyze your current As-Is usage to
identify opportunities for improvement to reach a better To-Be situation.
We take an inventory of your technical SAP system usage
(WRICEF objects), con iguration, organizational structure, master data
and their usage as well as process and document related information.
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SOLUTIONS THROUGH VISUALIZATION

At IMPRIVA, we understand the importance and value that SAP ERP
solutions provide to enterprises, speci ically as organizations are: facing
increased industry competition, striving to achieve superior customer
experience (CX) and transitioning to utilize agile operations that reduce
costs and time to deploy products and services. SAP ERP systems and
environments have grown more complicated and become extremely
complex with ad-hoc modules and applications integrated with legacy
systems and data. IMPRVIA's deep expertise and experience will optimize
and transform the way your business leverages SAP.
We have a proven track-record of success helping our clients leverage the
power of SAP to strengthen their business operations and build a
competitive advantage. We deliver value accretive solutions to power
business from end-to-end, help to streamline operations, and improve
visibility into business process and information for better decision
making.

www.impriva.com
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SOLUTIONS THROUGH VISUALIZATION

IMPRIVA leverages a unique approach to program governance as part of
the SAP Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) Solution to help our
clients get the most out of their SAP technology.
As programs progress, they require integration to ensure alignment
between business strategy and IT to help the program sustain its
potential to deliver its promised value. Also to provide, oversight and
control during program execution and enable the organization to
assess the health of the program and to adjust if necessary.
IMPRIVA is able to deliver client speci ic solutions in order to ensure
their success.

www.impriva.com
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Application Lifecycle Management

CONCORN
wwww.concorn.com - info@concorn.com

Your One-Stop-Shop for
SAP Solution Manager
and
Third-Party Tools

SAP ALM

SUPPORT

- E2E SAP Solu on Manager
Services, and
- SAP LVM, HP For fy, HP ALM
SAP TDMS, SAP ITIM, SAP SED,
SAP LT, ARIS, SAP Power
Designer

- Installa on, Implementa on
- Yearly SAP ALM Maintenance
and
Support
- SAP Basis Support

CLOUD
- SAP Solu on Manager 7.2
Cloud
Pre-Conﬁgured
-SMaaMS
SAP Solu on Manager as
a Managed Service

DEMO
Request a demo at
www.concorn.com
or
info@concorn.com
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